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Editor’s Report
With Election Day on November 6th fast approaching, we are pleased to bring you this 
special “election issue” of the Chronicle, which features a blockbuster panel of 
antitrust practitioners and scholars who were willing to share with us their views on 
various antitrust and health care issues to be addressed during the next administration.  
We note from the outset that this issue is not intended to serve as an advocacy session 
for one candidate over another (we’ve all seen the commercials by now).  Rather, our 
goal was to elicit a healthy debate regarding issues likely to arise in antitrust and health 
care over the next four years.  We hope we have accomplished that.  

Joining us on the panel are: 

 Christine Varney:  current partner at Cravath and former Assistant Attorney 
General for the Department of Justice Antitrust Division; 

 William Kovacic:  current professor at George Washington University Law 
School and former FTC Commissioner; 

 Daniel Sokol:  current visiting professor at the University of Minnesota School 
of Law and an associate professor at the University of Florida Levin College of 
Law; and 

 Michael Salinger:  current professor of economics at the Boston University 
School of Management and former Director of the FTC’s Bureau of 
Economics. 

We thank them for their time, and we hope you enjoy this special election issue. 

We are always interested in hearing from our committee members.  If there is a topic 
that you would like to see covered in an article or a committee program, please contact 
Seth Silber (ssilber@wsgr.com) or Christi Braun (cjbraun@mintz.com).  If you are 
interested in writing an article for the Chronicle, please contact Jeff White 
(jeff.white@weil.com), Gus Chiarello (gchiarello@ftc.gov), or Leigh Oliver 
(leigh.oliver@hoganlovells.com). 

Jeff White, Weil Gotshal 
Washington, D.C. 

Leigh Oliver, Hogan Lovells 
Washington, D.C. 

Gus Chiarello, FTC 
Washington, D.C. 
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Every fourth Autumn our nation has the 
opportunity to explore and debate the paths our 
leaders have taken, and those that we wish for 
them to pursue going forward.  The average 
antitrust practitioner is far from exempt from 
these debates.  Indeed, the practitioners in this 
neighborhood of the law realize how seemingly 
small decisions affecting one market or group of 
consumers can impact other segments of the 
economy. 

The editors of The Chronicle decided that, while 
the ongoing political debates may entertain and 
enlighten us somewhat, the antitrust community 
would benefit from the insights of 
knowledgeable practitioners identifying and 
explaining the issues looming on the horizon 
ready to greet antitrust aficionados during the 
next administration.  To obtain these insights, 
we drafted questions, presented them to a panel 
of experts, received their replies, and have 
assembled them below.  The result is our first 
ever pre-election issue, which is certainly not 
intended to sway your vote, but to enlighten 
your mind among the cacophony of other 
political banter. 

For some readers, our panel of experts may need 
no introduction.  However, we are optimistic 

that our readership includes neophyte antitrust 
practitioners and individuals beyond the 
antitrust bar, and, for this reason, we include 
short biographies of our panelists:  Christine 
Varney, William Kovacic, Daniel Sokol, and 
Michael Salinger.  We wish to thank each of our 
panelists for their time and insights.  We found 
their responses provocative and insightful with 
respect to the coming state of play in the 
healthcare and pharmaceutical antitrust areas.  
We are extremely grateful for their time and 
participation in what we hope will be a 
quadrennial event publication. 

We hope you find this pre-election forum to be 
informative and entertaining, and that you find a 
few important guideposts for your thinking as 
our profession looks to the future and the 
coming administration. 

Here are our panelists: 

Christine Varney is a partner in Cravath’s 
Litigation Department and serves as the Chair of 
the firm’s antitrust practice. From April 2009 
until August 2011, Ms. Varney served as 
Assistant Attorney General and headed the 
Justice Department’s Antitrust Division. In that 
role, she oversaw all aspects of the Division’s 
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operations, including merger review, criminal 
and civil litigation and investigations and 
coordination with competition regulators outside 
the United States.  From October 1994 through 
August 1997, Ms. Varney served as a 
Commissioner of the FTC.  

William Kovacic is a professor at George 
Washington University Law School.  Mr. 
Kovacic was an FTC Commissioner from 
January 2006 to October 2011, and served as 
Chairman of the agency from March 2008 to 
March 2009.  Mr. Kovacic previously was the 
FTC’s General Counsel from 2001 through 
2004, and also worked for the agency from 1979 
until 1983, initially as a staff attorney in the 
Bureau of Competition’s Planning Office and 
later as an attorney advisor to former 
Commissioner George W. Douglas. 

Daniel Sokol is an associate professor at the 
University of Florida Levin College of Law, 
which he joined in 2008.  He is currently a 
visiting professor at the University of Minnesota 
School of Law for the academic year 2012-13.  
He is also an affiliate faculty member at the 
University of Florida’s Center for Latin 
American Studies and its Warrington College of 
Business’ Public Utilities Research Center.  Mr. 
Sokol has provided technical assistance and 
capacity building to antitrust agencies and 
utilities regulators from around the world.  In 
addition, he is co-editor of the Global 
Competition Law and Economics book series 
(Stanford University Press) and is well known 
as the editor of the popular Antitrust and 
Competition Policy Blog.  

Michael Salinger is the Jacqueline C. and 
Arthur S. Bahr Professor in Management and 
Professor of Economics at the Boston 
University School of Management, where he 
has taught Health Care Economics and Health 
Care Finance.  He is also a senior academic 
adviser to the Competition Practice of Charles 

River Associates.  From 2005 to 2007, he was 
Director of the Bureau of Economics at the 
FTC. 

Questions for the Panel 

1.  What issues and policies will be most 
important with respect to competition law and 
health care (e.g., hospital and other provider 
mergers or joint ventures, collaborations 
between insurers and providers, demonstrating 
quality and efficiency in health care mergers 
and acquisitions, leverage or market power of 
large health systems across multiple markets, 
MFN arrangements, exclusive deals and 
narrower networks) and why? 

 
Christine Varney:  With respect to government 
enforcement, I expect that the Division will 
continue to focus its efforts on abuses of market 
power by health care providers and insurers 
with dominant market shares in particular 
geographic markets.  In particular, the Division 
will continue to devote attention to the impact 
and effect of most favored nation clauses on 
health care consumers.  Although MFNs will 
remain a hot topic in the future, we may also see 
the DOJ investigating or bringing suit relating to 
other types of contractual arrangements imposed 
by firms with dominant market positions or in 
concentrated markets. 

As the healthcare industry continues to search 
for efficiencies to bring costs down, we can 
expect to see more collaboration between 
insurers and providers.  The challenge for 
antitrust authorities will be balancing the need 
to be nimble and recognize novel forms of 
vertical collaboration that might generate new, 
sorely needed efficiencies always with an eye 
on protecting consumers through promoting 
robust competition. 
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William Kovacic:  One major task for the 
federal antitrust agencies will be the 
examination of accountable care organizations 
(ACOs) established pursuant to regulations 
adopted under the Affordable Care Act (ACA).  
The ACA relies heavily on these mechanisms to 
contain or reduce health care costs, yet the 
formation and operation of some ACOs will 
raise serious competition policy issues for the 
DOJ and the FTC.  The review of ACOs could 
consume substantial agency resources and 
present difficult analytical tasks, especially the 
assessment of efficiency claims. 

Federal antitrust oversight of ACOs also 
presents two institutional challenges.  The 
process of preparing comments regarding the 
implementation of ACOs exposed the tensions 
that can arise when two government bodies 
contest roles in a common policy domain.  The 
DOJ and the FTC struggled over the allocation 
of decision-making responsibilities for ACOs, 
and one FTC commissioner publicly questioned 
the motives of top DOJ leadership in 
formulating health care policy.  The 
administration of the ACO program would 
benefit from the willingness of the antitrust 
agencies to replace a begrudging, as-needed 
cooperation with a willing commitment to 
common problem solving – perhaps through the 
development of a common DOJ-FTC team to 
study ACOs. 

The second institutional challenge will be the 
continued development of cooperation between 
the antitrust agencies and the health care 
regulatory bodies at the Department of Health 
and Human Services (HHS).  Deliberations over 
the drafting of the ACO regulations showed that 
the DOJ and the FTC will need to work actively 
with HHS to ensure that competition policy 
receives proper attention in the regulatory 
process.  To play this advocacy role effectively, 
the antitrust agencies will need to make 

significant investments in public consultations, 
industry studies, and other forms of policy R&D 
to stay abreast of developments in this 
enormously complex sector. 

Michael Salinger:  Given the composition of 
this panel, I will try to exploit what is 
presumably my comparative advantage by 
focusing on the key economic issues with 
respect to health care competition policy.  
Competition can and should play an important 
role in containing health care costs, but it is 
important to recognize that perverse incentives, 
rather than failures of competition, are the roots 
of the problems with the U.S. health care 
system. 

The problems are well understood and, indeed, 
have been well understood at least since Victor 
Fuchs published the first edition of Who Shall 
Live?:  Health, Economics, and Social Choice 
in 1974.  Health costs can be large and 
unpredictable, so people buy health insurance.  
But insurance makes care appear to be free (or 
nearly so) at the time of care, so a patient has 
insufficient incentive to weigh the cost of 
treatment against the potential benefit.  (This is 
the “moral hazard” problem.)  Reliance on 
expert providers to recommend care exacerbates 
the problem.  With traditional fee-for-service 
compensation, the providers who recommend 
treatment have a financial stake in the choice.  
Private insurance markets are subject to adverse 
selection.  We have mitigated the adverse 
selection problem, in part, by having the 
majority of people obtain their insurance 
through work (before they become eligible for 
Medicare), but we have accomplished that with 
a tax subsidy that has caused employers to 
provide insurance that pays for too much and 
thereby aggravates the moral hazard problem.  
The system as it currently stands has massive 
cross-subsidies built into it.  Medicaid does not 
cover the full cost of care.  We are (rightfully, in 
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my view) unwilling to deny basic care to people 
who are uninsured and cannot afford it; 
someone has to pay for that care.  The 
agreements between large payers and 
institutional providers tend to target a level of 
compensation that allows the providers to cover 
their costs, but the relative prices of specific 
services are not as tightly matched to cost as 
they need to be, so they create an incentive for 
providers to emphasize relatively over-
compensated services to pay for under-
compensated services. 

The challenge for competition policy is how to 
help solve these problems, or at least not 
exacerbate them.  Competition leads to more 
efficient economic outcomes and protects 
consumers when market incentives are right.  
With distorted market incentives, however, 
more competition can be harmful.  This creates 
a real dilemma for the agencies; their mission is 
to promote competition, and they have to be 
extremely cautious about exercising 
prosecutorial discretion on the grounds that 
competition is destructive.  But the stakes in 
health care are high enough that they should 
make choices about what forms of competition 
improve the allocation of resources and which 
do not. 

Here are three examples of competition that 
may not be improving the allocation of 
resources.  First, insurance companies compete 
to attract a desirable pool of customers to insure.  
Including gym memberships in health insurance 
is, on the surface, a form of competition.  I 
suspect that it is more about attracting healthy 
people to insure than promoting good health.  
This is not a criticism of insurance companies.  
An insurance company that ignores the reality 
of adverse selection can expect to last about ten 
minutes in the insurance market.  But that 
competition is a zero-sum game.  Second, 
subsidies to cover the Medicaid shortfall and 

uncompensated care come in substantial part 
from private insurers.  Another dimension of 
competition among insurance companies is to 
bargain on price so as to pay as little of the 
subsidy as possible.  But if the subsidy is going 
to be paid by someone, the bargaining does not 
result in efficiencies.  Third, there are some 
services that a stand-alone facility can provide 
profitably at the prices paid to general service 
hospitals.  Conventional competition principles 
say that entry by such facilities is 
procompetitive; and they can be procompetitive, 
even in an imperfect market, to the extent that 
they create pressure to rationalize the relative 
pricing of services.  But if market rigidities 
prevent the sort of price responses that should 
happen in a competitive market, then entry may 
not be beneficial from either a total welfare or 
consumer surplus perspective. 

One other big picture issue (or perhaps simply 
another way of stating the points above) is that 
competition policy generally aims to increase 
output from the level that prevails in the 
presence of market power toward the 
competitive level.  The biggest challenge for 
health care policy is to figure out how to cut 
output that fails the cost-benefit test.  To 
contribute to increased efficiency in the health 
care sector, the agencies are going to have to 
figure out how to distinguish between output 
reductions that eliminate waste from output 
restrictions that reflect the exercise of market 
power. 

As to specifics, the movement toward 
accountable care organizations, which will 
survive even if the Republicans win the election 
and overturn part or all of the Affordable Care 
Act, is going to create pressure for both vertical 
and horizontal consolidation.  In general, giving 
providers a stake in health care expenditures of 
their patients is the most promising strategy for 
limiting unnecessary care; and parties seeking to 
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consolidate are going to argue that the proposed 
consolidation is to bring about this objective.  
But consolidation can, in some circumstances, 
be a strategy for avoiding the need to eliminate 
care that is not cost-effective.  I suspect the 
agencies are going to be spending a lot of time 
trying to distinguish between those two 
hypotheses. 

The DOJ has been making a big push recently 
on MFNs.  There is a big difference between 
MFNs that require equal treatment from MFNs 
that require preferential treatment.  Given the 
current system, people with private insurance 
are subsidizing other care through their 
insurance companies.  It is reasonable (both as a 
matter of common sense and in a formal “rule of 
reason” sense) for an insurance company to 
insist that its customers pay no more than their 
fair share of these cross subsidies.  It crosses the 
line of being unreasonable when an insurer 
(particularly one that is dominant) insists on 
rates that require that its insureds pay less than 
their share of the burden. 

We might see tying emerge as an important 
antitrust issue.  Health insurance has to be a tied 
product.  If you force unbundling of insurance 
(so that people can get a discount for foregoing 
some coverage), you will exacerbate the adverse 
selection problems.  To the extent that cost 
control efforts entail restricting customers to 
stay within a network, they will be subject to 
ties; and providers excluded from networks will 
allege that the ties are illegal. 

Daniel Sokol:  We are seeing a move towards 
greater vertical integration within the hospital 
chain, as well as some additional consolidation 
of hospitals.  Given the expected larger changes 
in health care (via legislation) that will push 
towards pressures for reductions in cost across 
the vertical health care chain, I predict a merger 
wave in health care broadly defined. 

In the context of increased merger activity, 
some questions that emerge from this context 
include:  first, are we defining the markets 
correctly?  Some work suggests that the FTC 
way of determining the markets served by 
providers may not be suitable, or accurate, when 
one considers the impact on patients. 

Secondly, should antitrust authorities reconsider 
issues of monopsony in health care?  This has 
been an issue for a number of years.  I think 
that, given certain structural shifts (increasing 
strength of physician and hospital services), the 
issue of monopsony will become even more 
important in antitrust enforcement. 

Lastly, Bill is right to focus on ACOs.  When I 
chat with people involved in clinical integration, 
understanding the changing regulatory 
landscape and what the agencies want 
(assuming that they speak with one voice) is at 
the forefront of how they try to squeeze cost 
savings from integration. 

Michael has correctly framed the big picture 
issue for antitrust in health care going forward, 
so much so that it is worth reiterating his 
brilliant insight, “To contribute to increased 
efficiency in the health care sector, the agencies 
are going to have to figure out how to 
distinguish between output reductions that 
eliminate waste from output restrictions that 
reflect the exercise of market power.”  So much 
of policy and case selection in the next four 
years will be about trying to better distinguish 
these two issues.  Christine’s discussion of 
MFNs falls within this area. 

2.  What should we expect from the agencies, 
courts, or future administration in terms of 
policies and law relating to IP and antitrust as 
it impacts pharmaceuticals, biosimilars, and 
medical devices?   
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Daniel Sokol:  Regarding reverse payments, a 
Supreme Court ruling has the potential to 
reshape law and policy.  There has been 
consistent bipartisan enforcement of antitrust in 
the health care and life sciences areas.  We will 
see more of the same in the next four years.  
Some additional hearings based on some of the 
changing realities of health care delivery, which 
the FTC has done so well in the past, would be 
helpful in mapping out what future issues and 
policies should be.  So much of innovation in 
health care is tied to fixing the patent system 
and antitrust should play a role in helping to 
bring economic sense to patent law and policy. 

I would also add that it is worth revisiting the 
Antitrust-IP interface via additional hearings. 

Michael Salinger:  The problem of weak 
patents is not unique to pharmaceuticals, but 
that is one of the sectors that is most affected by 
it.  There is probably no principle that is more 
fundamental to the efficient operation of a 
market economy than the protection of 
legitimate property rights, including intellectual 
property rights.  But granting illegitimate 
property rights is potentially as big a problem as 
failing to enforce legitimate ones.  So, further 
efforts at patent reform will be important. 

The Hatch-Waxman Act is a highly imperfect 
solution to the problem of invalid patents.  The 
FTC’s stance against reverse payments is 
correct as a matter of economics.  As I 
understand it, whether it is correct as a matter of 
antitrust law is a closer call.  Now that we have 
a split between circuits on the issue, the 
Supreme Court will likely weigh in.  If the 
Court does not back the FTC’s interpretation of 
the antitrust statutes, Congressional action will 
still be possible.  Whether Democrats are more 
likely to push for such legislation than 
Republicans is not clear to me.  The 
Republicans will need a strategy for health care 
cost control, and policies to promote the 

availability of generics might prove to be a 
market-oriented approach. 

William Kovacic:  In the past twenty years, the 
federal antitrust agencies have exerted 
considerable influence through the use of non-
litigation policy instruments to examine and 
clarify the relationship between the antitrust and 
intellectual property regimes.  This has taken the 
form of policy guidelines (e.g., the 1995 
antitrust and intellectual property guidelines and 
the 2007 DOJ/FTC report), public consultations 
(e.g., the FTC hearings on innovation and global 
competition in 1995 and the DOJ/FTC/Patent 
Office proceedings on the competitive 
consequences of the patent system), and the 
publication of reports (e.g., the FTC report, To 
Promote Innovation: The Proper Balance of 
Competition and Patent Law and Policy, in 
2003 and the FTC study on patent remedies in 
2011). 

These investments have made valuable 
contributions to discussions about competition 
and the IP rights-granting process and have 
informed the application of enforcement 
authority.  The agencies are likely to continue 
this form of policy work as a predicate for 
litigation initiatives and to participate in broader 
public debate about the relationship between 
competition policy and intellectual property 
policy.  An important focal point for future 
work is antitrust and IP policy integration – for 
example, through the expansion of cooperation 
between the antitrust agencies and the rights-
granting authorities.  More generally, there is 
still much to be done to develop a policymaking 
approach that integrates the perspectives of the 
antitrust and IP communities and to make both 
communities more fully aware of how the two 
systems interact. 

In 2013 the FTC’s To Promote Innovation study 
will be ten years old, and that would be an 
appropriate occasion for antitrust and IP 
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policymakers to hold additional public 
consultations to assess the effect of modern 
developments in law and policy and to 
illuminate future steps.  To support these and 
related activities, the FTC can apply unique 
information gathering and reporting capabilities 
that could support common studies to examine 
specific issues relating to the pharmaceutical 
and medical devices sectors. 

Christine Varney:  The intersection of IP law 
and antitrust will continue to evolve.  The 
evolution will not be limited to healthcare.  
Rather, the emerging principles will apply 
across all industries.  In the current regulatory 
environment, for example, antitrust authorities 
are especially concerned with the possibility that 
firms will abuse their market power by 
leveraging the monopoly rights granted by 
patents. 

3.  With respect to pharmaceutical markets in 
particular, are there cross border issues that 
the next administration will need to address?  
What is the likelihood that each potential 
administration will engage in cross-border 
policy development in this area? 

 
William Kovacic:  Partly in response to the 
work of the U.S. antitrust agencies, jurisdictions 
outside the U.S. have given greater law 
enforcement attention to matters involving 
reverse payments, standard setting, and the 
abuse of the patent rights-granting process.  
Other countries also have begun to examine 
how deficiencies in the rights-granting process 
can create competitive distortions for which 
conventional antitrust litigation (e.g., through 
abuse of dominance lawsuits) is an inferior 
solution compared to reforms of the patent 
system itself. 

The growth in the number of competition policy 
systems – from roughly 20 in 1990 to over 120 

today – also has increased the possibilities for 
cross-border regulatory spillovers.  For 
example, an increasing number of jurisdictions 
have acquired the capability to set international 
competition policy standards through their own 
prosecution of cases that challenge the 
application of IP rights as an abuse of 
dominance.  This condition creates a high 
degree of regulatory interdependence, where the 
decisions of one competition authority can set 
competition rules that bind companies operating 
in other jurisdictions. 

These developments will make clear to elected 
officials what the U.S. antitrust agencies already 
understand:  that the U.S. has a vital stake in the 
development of sensible competition policy and 
international competition policy norms at the 
national level and across countries.  Because the 
chief tool for shaping international norms is 
persuasion, the U.S. agencies likely will 
continue to invest heavily in activities, 
described above, that provide the type of 
intellectual leadership that encourages 
emulation from other countries.  Amid pressures 
to reduce budgets, an important question is 
whether the U.S. agencies continue to make the 
substantial commitment of resources necessary 
to participate effectively in policy making 
abroad through bilateral and multilateral 
mechanisms.  The perceived imperative to cut 
these outlays may intensify, but the importance 
of sustaining effective international cooperation 
and participation in norms-creation has never 
been greater. 

Daniel Sokol:  The upcoming merger wave 
among health care firms may have interesting 
effects across antitrust regimes.  One would 
hope that there would not be trans-Atlantic 
discord that would cause one jurisdiction to 
block the deal where the other would approve it, 
as this would lead to the deal falling apart 
globally.  I think that Europe and the United 
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States have different assumptions and views on 
innovation as it relates to competition; likewise, 
each has case law that goes in divergent 
directions.  One thing that might be helpful 
would be competition and innovation hearings 
that would be jointly sponsored by FTC/DOJ 
and DG Competition.  

Christine Varney:  Pharmaceutical companies 
increasingly engage in cooperative 
arrangements that cross international borders.  
For instance, one company may agree to license 
a needed patent or pursue R&D while another 
agrees to manufacture the product.  To the 
extent that these agreements involve 
cooperation between companies that are direct 
competitors, they will increasingly attract 
attention from antitrust authorities in 
international jurisdictions where the combined 
market share of the two entities is high. 

Michael Salinger:  Tempting as they might be, 
cross-border purchases of pharmaceuticals are 
unlikely to be the source of significant health 
care savings.  Making it possible to import 
pharmaceuticals from countries where they are 
available at lower prices will do more to raise 
pharmaceutical prices in other countries than to 
lower them in the United States.  The United 
States’ market is generally the biggest, most 
profitable market.  If cross-border purchases 
limit pharmaceutical companies’ scope for price 
discrimination, the United States’ price will 
become the world price.  (As an analogy, if 
movie theaters were forced to charge the same 
price to senior citizens as to everyone else, they 
would not lower the regular ticket price to the 
senior citizen rate.  They would eliminate the 
senior citizen discount.) 

Daniel Sokol:   Investing in international 
functions are not easy “wins” for the agencies 
the way bringing cases are.  The rewards are 
long term and difficult to quantify to any one 
intervention.  However, the US antitrust 

authorities have a lot to gain by helping to set 
the global tone for enforcement and other 
agency decision-making activities. 

4.  How will the results of pending litigation 
relating to antitrust, health care and 
pharmaceuticals impact the next four years? 

 
William Kovacic:  There are a large number of 
litigation matters that could reshape the 
boundaries of competition doctrine.  Major 
pending litigation matters include reverse 
payments cases, the application of substantive 
merger doctrine in the FTC’s Promedica case, 
the interpretation of state action immunity in the 
FTC’s Phoebe-Putney and North Carolina 
Dental cases, and the DOJ’s MFN case 
involving BCBS of Michigan.  To these one can 
add the future elaboration of policy, perhaps 
through antitrust litigation concerning ACOs, 
and legal disputes involving the HHS 
interpretation of the commands of the ACA.  
Whoever loses in these matters will likely take 
their arguments to Congress. 

As a group, these matters not only will reset 
existing doctrinal boundaries, but they also are 
likely to motivate larger discussions, among 
regulators and legislators, about fundamental 
questions concerning the effect of state 
government involvement and the operation of 
the rights-granting process.  The litigation 
projects also could foster a larger helpful 
discussion about the design of health care 
regulation, IP policy, and their relationship to 
competition policy. 

Daniel Sokol:  So much depends on what 
happens with pay for delay. 

Christine Varney:  DOJ continues to pursue its 
suit against BCBS of Michigan.  The outcome 
of that suit will affect the use of most favored 
nations clauses, as well as similar contractual 
arrangements, for years to come.  In the 
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pharmaceuticals industry, the FTC’s 
investigations and litigation involving reverse 
payment settlements could lead to a 
reexamination of Hatch-Waxman and the entire 
structure of bringing bioequivalents to market. 

5.  What issues in health care privacy policy or 
consumer protection will need to be addressed 
in the next four years?  

 
Daniel Sokol:  I really hope that we see some 
work on quack product infomercials.  
Something with an even larger impact would be 
consumer protection work on comparative 
effectiveness claims for high end products 
because of an increasingly crowded market and 
customer demands for longer term contracts and 
purchasing decisions. 

In addition, privacy issues across areas of 
regulation are significant now and will intensify. 
Health care will be no different. 

William Kovacic:  Perhaps more than 
competition law or IP policy, privacy is the 
most important economic regulatory policy 
issue of our time at home and abroad.  Rules 
governing the collection and sharing of 
information will affect the development of new 
health care data sets and delivery systems and 
shape the marketing and sale of health-related 
products and services in the future.  Competition 
policy authorities – especially the FTC, which 
has an antitrust and privacy portfolio – must 
actively seek to ensure that competition policy 
considerations are well integrated into the 
development of privacy policy in the United 
States and abroad.  The FTC has a special 
responsibility to see that its competition and 
economics competencies inform its 
development of privacy policy. 

Michael Salinger:  Making providers 
responsible (or partially responsible) for the 
health care expenditures of their patients 

requires a system of risk-adjusted payments.  In 
all likelihood, the private sector is going to be at 
least one step ahead of the public sector in doing 
risk adjustment in part because private parties 
will seek to use private information that does 
not enter into the official formulas for risk 
adjustment.  The more sophisticated we become 
at predicting who is at risk for various diseases, 
the more important it will be that this 
information not be used to determine insurance 
coverage or pricing. 

Christine Varney:  Regulators will need to 
address patients’ ability to control access to 
their medical records.  Patients should have 
control over who may view their medical 
records, as well as who may add to those 
records.  This issue will become more pressing 
as medical records increasingly are stored in 
electronic form. 

6.  What enforcement tools will the next 
administration need to address with respect to 
administering competition and consumer 
protection laws?  Are there other agency tools 
– such as investigational studies, competition 
advocacy, legislative development, to name a 
few – that the next administration will need to 
consider with respect to developments in health 
care and pharmaceutical markets? 

 
Christine Varney:  I think the competition 
authorities already have the tools they need to 
accomplish effective enforcement.  

Michael Salinger:  Following up on my 
prediction that there are on-going pressures for 
consolidation in the health care sector, 
retrospectives on whether past consolidations 
have yielded the efficiencies predicted at the 
time of the transactions would be helpful.  The 
FTC’s Evanston case came out of a 
retrospective that focused on what happened to 
prices.  I would encourage the agencies to take a 
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more detailed look at specific forms of 
efficiencies that were promised.    

Daniel Sokol:  The agencies should hold 
additional hearings to get a sense of 
developments in health care across a number of 
different topics to better place themselves to 
prioritize both enforcement and advocacy 
efforts.  One should not drive without a map.  
Similarly, an agency (or in our case agencies) 
should not pursue reactive policy.  Rather, they 
should think about long-term objectives to 
promote greater competition in health care. 

William Kovacic:  My answer to the previous 
questions emphasizes that successful DOJ and 
FTC policymaking will require the application 
of a full portfolio of policymaking tools – 
litigation, advocacy, research, reports, work 
with other public bodies, cooperation abroad, 
and the convening of public discussions.  
Effective policymaking also will require the 
federal antitrust agencies to recognize their 
complimentary policy skills and operate as a 
genuinely integrated competition policy joint 
venture. 

7.  From your experience, how much does an 
election influence antitrust and competition 
policies, including enforcement, in the years 
that follow.  For example, do things change 
between a President’s first and second term?  
How much does policy and enforcement shift 
between a Democratic and Republican 
administration?  Are there any examples you 
recall relating to health policy in particular? 

 
Christine Varney:  There is a spectrum of 
legitimate activity level in antitrust enforcement.  
A change in administration may turn the dial 
slightly in one direction or the other, but there is 
not a dramatic difference in antitrust 
enforcement between administrations.  
Whatever shift there is occurs at the margin. 

William Kovacic:  The good things that have 
happened in competition policy at the DOJ and 
the FTC since the early 1970s have involved a 
sustained process of incremental improvement 
through which each administration builds upon 
the contributions of its predecessors.  One hopes 
that each administration understands this in 
deciding how to formulate its own policies. 

Daniel Sokol:  I think that politics plays, at 
best, a marginal role in health care enforcement.  
The differences between administrations are 
overblown for political purposes.  In the current 
administration, the antitrust agencies were 
marginal players in the health care debate, even 
though the debate was ultimately one about 
competition.  Would Republican enforcers have 
done better?  No.  Regarding the previous 
administration, [Robert] Pitofsky was critical of 
the record of both agencies in his famous 2009 
conference.  Yet, if we examine the health care 
record of the FTC during the Bush years, I think 
Pitofsky would have been hard pressed to find 
that enforcement and advocacy was weak.  
During the time period in which we hosted his 
conference, there were workshops on:  (1) 
health care delivery, (2) different types of 
information that health care purchasers require, 
and (3) the development of an abbreviated 
regulatory pathway for follow-on biologic drugs 
that could deliver benefits similar to those 
delivered by Hatch Waxman in the field of 
branded and generic small-molecule products.  
These workshops built on the health care 
hearings that the FTC and the DOJ jointly 
sponsored during 2002 and 2003 that formed the 
basis of the 2004 joint FTC and DOJ report, 
IMPROVING HEALTH CARE:  A DOSE OF 

COMPETITION.  Enforcement of cases by both 
administrations has been good, too. 

Michael Salinger:  While the party in charge 
matters somewhat, the effect is not huge.  In 
part, it is because there is general consensus 
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within the U.S. on various principles.  Even 
those who are generally skeptical of antitrust 
intervention tend to support aggressive 
enforcement against price fixing and those with 
more activist inclinations generally recognize 
the difficulty of going after unilateral conduct.  
Related to this consensus, the courts and, to 
some extent, the permanent staff make antitrust 
a difficult ship to turn around.  In part, it may be 
because the antitrust-related scandals in the 
Nixon administration have had an enduring 
legacy of limiting pressure from the White 
House with respect to specific decisions.  
Perhaps I am naïve to believe this last point – 
the other panelists would certainly know better 
than I do – but I suspect it is so. 

There are always going to be close cases, and 
who is in charge can affect how particular 
decisions come out.  To take an example outside 
health care, Tom Barnett decided not to 
challenge the Whirlpool-Maytag merger.  A 
different Republican at the helm might have 
decided that case differently, but it is more 
likely that a Democrat would have. 

The one example of a dramatic change was 
when Reagan took office and William Baxter 
killed the IBM case.  But that was an unusual 
set of circumstances.  The George W. Bush 
administration backed off some aspects of the 
Microsoft case brought in the Clinton 
administration, but the appeals court decision 
would have forced a Democratic administration 
to do so as well.  I doubt, for example, that a 
Democratic AAG would have retried the tying 
claim under a rule of reason.  Christine will 
likely disagree, but I think that the tough talk on 
antitrust at the start of the Obama administration 
was more rhetorical than real. 

As for how this will play out in health care, it is 
even less clear.  What is going to drive the 
competition policy issues is not competition 
policy per se but the differing approaches to 

solving the more fundamental problems with the 
sector.  To the extent that the Republicans, if 
they win, opt for a more market-oriented 
strategy for controlling health care costs, 
vigorous antitrust enforcement might prove to 
be more central to their strategy than would be 
the case if Obama wins. 

Christine Varney:  I am delighted that Michael 
Salinger believes we had a balanced approach to 
antitrust enforcement during my tenure as AAG! 

Daniel Sokol:  Michael is correct to note that 
any politics will happen at a pay grade above 
antitrust.  Where the agencies can improve (and 
I mean this regardless of the party in power) is 
to make competition advocacy in this area more 
effective when the decisions are being made in 
Congress and by the President. 

Conclusion 
Once again, The Chronicle would like to thank 
the panelists for their participation and insights.  
We very much look forward to election day on 
November 6th and the next four years of 
antitrust health care policy.  
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